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“In the 20th century, translation is transformed. It gradually moves from language 

to discourse, to the text as a unit. It becomes obvious that a translation of a 

literary text must function as a literary text, through its prosody, its rhythm, its 

meaning, as one of the forms of individuation, as a subject-form. This radically 

displaces the precepts of transparency and fidelity.” (Henri Meschonnic, 2007, 

translation here and in the following:  AS)
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"The appeal to [Schleiermacher's and Humboldt's] concepts has prevented the 

development of other perspectives that could especially be fruitful for modern 

translations (...).” (Dieter Lamping, 1996)
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"The appeal to [Schleiermacher's and Humboldt's] concepts has prevented the 

development of other perspectives that could especially be fruitful for modern 

translations (...).” (Dieter Lamping)

“Translations are different because the translators are. Translating means 

dealing with a text, and the result (...) is no longer the work, but the work in a 

certain perspective. Thus, there can be no such thing as a one-for-all 

translation [... ]. Translation is not the purely linguistic matter that it is 

generally (...) seen as.” (Fritz Güttinger, 1963)
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“In poetry, verbal equations are promoted to the rank of constructive 

principle of the text. Paronomasia reigns over the art of poetry, whether this 

domination is absolute or limited, poetry by definition is untranslatable. Only 

creative transposition is possible.” (Roman Jakobson, 1963)
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“In poetry, verbal equations are promoted to the rank of constructive principle 

of the text. Paronomasia reigns over the art of poetry, whether this 

domination is absolute or limited, poetry by definition is untranslatable. Only 

creative transposition is possible.” (Roman Jakobson, 1963)

"(Jakobsons concept of) transposition is left to the mythology of subjective 

creation. But that’s precisely what needs to be theorised and questioned in 

return for this definition of translation that would leave everything that is 

'poetry' outside its scope.” (Henri Meschonnic, 1973)
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“Decentralization is a textual relationship between two texts in two language-

cultures, right down to the linguistic structure of the language, this linguistic 

structure being a value in the text system. Annexation is the erasure of this 

relationship, the illusion of naturalness, the as-if, as if a text in the source 

language was written in the target language, disregarding differences in culture, 

time and language structure.  A text is at a distance: it can be shown or it can 

be hidden.” (Henri Meschonnic, 1973)
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"A translation is not subordinate to the original text and therefore should not 

be considered only in terms of whether it is good or bad compared to the 

original. It is different. It is the same different." (Hans-Jost Frey, 1990)
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"A translation is not subordinate to the original text and therefore should not 

be considered only in terms of whether it is good or bad compared to the 

original. It is different. It is the same different." (Hans-Jost Frey)

“Translation always adds value, inevitably creates distortions, shifts or 

solicitations that allow us to touch the re-enunciation with our fingertips, to 

measure the enunciative gap between the voice of the re-enunciating instance 

and that of the enunciating instance, to apprehend the translator's utterance in 

conflict with the author’s.” (Barbara Folkart, 1991)
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collective translations: VersSchmuggel / reVERSible (examples)

German ó Brasilien 
portuguese

German ó Finnish German óArab
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Amanda Gorman‘s The Hill We Climb and
its German translation Den Hügel hinauf

German translation in a bilingual edition
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Amanda Gorman‘s The Hill We Climb and
its German translation Den Hügel hinauf

collaborative translation by three women: Uda Strätling
(literary translator), Kübra Gümüsay (Blogger/feminist
activist, Hadija Haruna-Oelker (political researcher/ 
journalist) (clockwise) 

picture alliance / Eventpress

Literarisches Colloquium Berlin www.lcb.de
Mediathek 
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Jan Wagner: 
Regentonnenvariationen (2015)

Jan Wagner (* 1971)
Copyright: pa/obs/SWR/Villa Massimo
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www.lyrikline.org
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Jan Wagner: 
Regentonnenvariationen (2015)

Jan Wagner: Les variations de la citerne. 
Traduit de l‘allemand par Alexandre 
Pateau et Julien Lapeyre de Cabane
(2019)
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Jan Wagner: Giersch
nicht zu unterschätzen: der giersch
mit dem begehren schon im namen – darum
die blüten, die so schwebend weiß sind, keusch
wie ein tyrannentraum. […]

Jan Wagner: Bindweed
do not underestimate the bindweed,
its need for wreathe and stifle rooted deep
in its name – hence the blossom, blinding, white,
as chaste as a tyrant’s dream. […]
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Jan Wagner: Giersch
nicht zu unterschätzen: der giersch
mit dem begehren schon im namen – darum
die blüten, die so schwebend weiß sind, keusch
wie ein tyrannentraum. […]

Jan Wagner: Bindweed
do not underestimate the bindweed,
its need for wreathe and stifle rooted deep
in its name – hence the blossom, blinding, white,
as chaste as a tyrant’s dream. […]

Giersch => Gier (craving, greed)
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Jan Wagner: Giersch

nicht zu unterschätzen: der giersch
mit dem begehren schon im namen – darum
die blüten, die so schwebend weiß sind, keusch
wie ein tyrannentraum. […]

Jan Wagner: Bindweed (transl. Iain Galbraith)

do not underestimate the bindweed,
its need for wreathe and stifle rooted deep
in its name – hence the blossom, blinding, white,
as chaste as a tyrant’s dream. […]

Jan Wagner: L’angélique (trad. Alexandre Pateau)

ne la négligez pas: la petite angélique
cache un cœur de démon – d’où son nom qui dénote
la blancheur éthérée de ses fleurs, oh, pudiques
comme le dessein d’un despote. […]

Jan Wagner: égopode (trad. Julien Lapyere de Cabanes)

ne pas le prendre à la légère: l’égopode
podagraire, le nom pose l’égo – partant
les fleurs, blanches et planantes, prudes
comme les rêves d’un tyran. […]
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Thank you for your attention!
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“It was 
beau+ful, but 
there was no 
Homer in it.”

on Dryden‘s transla.on of Homer‘s
Odyssee (anonymous)

Þ La mode des « Belles 
Infidèles » en France du 
XVIIe au XIXe siècle
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„Zu den verändernden Übersetzungen gehört, wenn sie 
ächt seyn sollen, der höchste poetische Geist. Sie fallen 
leicht ins Travestiren, wie Bürgers Homer in Jamben, 
Popes Homer, die Französischen Übersetzungen 
insgesamt. Der wahre Übersetzer dieser Art muß in der 
That der Künstler selbst seyn, und die Idee des Ganzen 
beliebig so oder so geben können. Er muß der Dichter 
des Dichters seyn und ihn also nach seiner und 
desDichters eigner Idee zugleich reden lassen können. In 
einem ähnlichen Verhältnisse steht der Genius der 
Menschheit mit jedem einzelnen Menschen.“

(Blüthenstaub-Fragment, 1796)

“The transforming translations, if they are to be authentic, 
require the highest poetic spirit. They easily lapse into 
travesty, like Bürger‘s iambic Homer, Pope‘s Homer, and 
the French translations in their entirety. The true 
translator of this kind must be in effect the artist himself, 
able to render the idea of the whole in this or in that 
manner as he pleases. He must be the poet of the poet, 
able to let him speak simultaneously according to the 
poet‘s idea and his own.”

the translator
= “the poet of the poet”

Novalis (1772–1801)
(= Friedrich von Hardenberg) 
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the translator as a mediator between two language-cultures

writer ============== > <==================== reader

1) writer <========================================= reader
foreignization
of a language-culture

2) writer ========================================> reader
domestication

of a language-culture

On the different methods of translation (Schleiermacher, 1813):
“Either the translator leaves the writer in peace as much as possible and
moves the reader toward him; or he leaves the reader in peace as much as
possible and moves the writer toward him.”
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